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Abstract: Many authors have noted the role that anthropocentrism has played in creating human-
ity’s dysfunctional relationship with the natural world. As human hubris (excessive pride or self-
confidence) is an ailment that contributes to the anthropogenic sixth mass extinction of Earth’s
biodiversity, we argue instead for ‘harmony with nature’. In recent decades, even the conservation
discourse has become increasingly anthropocentric. Indeed, justification for nature conservation has
in part shifted from nature’s intrinsic value to ‘ecosystem services’ for the benefit of people. Here
we call for a transformation to a more harmonious human-nature relationship that is grounded in
mutual respect and principled responsibility, instead of utilitarianism and enlightened self-interest.
Far from what Tennyson called ‘red in tooth and claw’, we argue nature is a mixture of cooperation
as well as competition. We argue that the UN’s ‘Harmony with Nature’ program is an innovative and
refreshing path for change. If we are to achieve harmony with nature, modern industrial society will
need to abandon its anthropocentric ‘human supremacy’ mindset and adopt an ecocentric worldview
and ecological ethics. We conclude it is thus both appropriate (and essential) for conservationists to
champion harmony with nature.
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1. Introduction

Many authors have argued recently that anthropocentrism is a key factor preventing
society from transforming away from our current path of biological annihilation and mass
extinction (e.g., [1–5]). In Washington et al. [4], with the same group of authors, we argued
that ‘hubris’ is a defining feature of anthropocentrism. Defined as ‘excessive pride or self-
confidence’ or ‘a way of talking or behaving that is too proud’, hubris tends to perpetuate
anthropocentrism and the view that environmental solutions will occur due to enlightened
self-interest [4] (p. 286). However, the accelerating environmental crisis clearly shows that
this approach has failed [6–10]. Here, we focus on the positive that can heal the damage
of anthropocentrism. Hence we focus on the positive, the need for ‘harmony’, not hubris,
in how society defines our relationship with the non-human world. We make the case for
an ecocentric worldview that recognizes harmony in the natural world.

What do we mean by harmony? The term ‘harmony’ derives from the Greek
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1. Introduction 
Many authors have argued recently that anthropocentrism is a key factor preventing 

society from transforming away from our current path of biological annihilation and mass 
extinction (e.g., [1–5]). In Washington et al. [4], with the same group of authors, we argued 
that ‘hubris’ is a defining feature of anthropocentrism. Defined as ‘excessive pride or self-
confidence’ or ‘a way of talking or behaving that is too proud’, hubris tends to perpetuate 
anthropocentrism and the view that environmental solutions will occur due to enlight-
ened self-interest [4] (p. 286). However, the accelerating environmental crisis clearly 
shows that this approach has failed [6–10]. Here, we focus on the positive that can heal 
the damage of anthropocentrism. Hence we focus on the positive, the need for ‘harmony’, 
not hubris, in how society defines our relationship with the non-human world. We make 
the case for an ecocentric worldview that recognizes harmony in the natural world.  

What do we mean by harmony? The term ‘harmony’ derives from the Greek ἁρμονία 
harmonia, meaning ‘joint, agreement, concord’. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary de-
scribes it as ‘an interweaving of different accounts into a single narrative’. Thisἁ captures 
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ρµoνία
harmonia, meaning ‘joint, agreement, concord’. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary describes
it as ‘an interweaving of different accounts into a single narrative’. This captures the
synthesis role of harmony, where it brings things together into a harmonious whole. The
Cambridge Dictionary describes it similarly as ‘the combination of separate but related
parts in a way that uses their similarities to bring unity’. Here we speak of both harmony
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within nature (due to cooperation co-existing with competition) and harmony between
humanity and nature. Regarding the latter, we see harmony with nature as mutuality-
based co-existence, where our interaction is not just humans ‘taking’ but also giving back in
gratitude [11,12]. Harmony with nature involves a sense of wonder, respect, and reciprocity
towards nature [12–14].

Washington [15] discussed the role of cooperation in ecosystems, where species co-
operate not only within themselves [16], but also with other species to their benefit [17].
As Washington [15] has noted, past ecologists did not refute change in ecosystems. Ecolo-
gists in the past were aware of the change created when ecosystems were disturbed. They
could see that nature is always in a state of flux, but they could also see a persistence and
stability (we would call it a dynamic equilibrium today) or resilience of ecosystems within
a range of disturbances.

Hence historically, ecologists of an earlier period spoke of stability in ecosystems, and
pondered how diversity was related to stability, and sought to measure [15,18,19]. This fell
into line with the then underlying paradigm of nature as a superorganism. This paradigm
also meshed well with the worldview of ecocentrism [20,21], and tied in well with what
historian Donald Worster [22] called the ‘Arcadian’ (or ‘naturalist’) approach to ecology.
Has the superorganism worldview disappeared? Callicott [23] has argued it was brought
to life again in Gaia theory [23]. The term ‘ecological integrity’ was commonly used in
the past, being ‘the ability of an ecosystem to support and maintain ecological processes
and a diverse community of organisms’ [24]. Some ecologists still use the term (e.g., [25]).
However, today terms such as ‘stability’ and ‘ecological integrity’ have largely fallen out of
use in ecology—being subsumed by terms such as ‘resilience’. This change is arguably in
large part due to a change in theory within ecology.

In this paper we shall discuss ‘worldview’, ‘ethics’ and even feelings in regard to
nature, things we believe should be discussed more in conservation. This paper will
consider the impact of theory on ecology and conservation, as well as the view in academia
that frames nature as a ‘construct’. It will then consider the genetic level, examining
whether the selfish gene approach is suitable. The paper will then consider the need
for ‘harmony with nature’, and the harmony with nature approach of many Indigenous
cultures. We then examine the problems with harmony that exist within conservation.
Finally, we consider the creative potential for an ecotopia of harmony. This agrees with
what the UN [26] ‘Harmony with Nature’ observes, that society requires significant change
to reach an ecologically sustainable future.

2. The Impact of Theory

We are concerned that ecology and the conservation it advises, are influenced unduly by
theory. Regarding the impact of theory on ecology and conservation, Washington [15],
urges us to remember the dictum: ‘Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are
useful’ [27] (p. 424). If they help our comprehension, theories can be useful. However,
a danger remains, that theory can become more real than reality to the theorist. This has
been called ‘the fallacy of misplaced concreteness’ by philosopher Alfred North White-
head [28]. Washington [15] argues that within the discipline of ecology, in the last few
decades, the theory has not positively valued non-human nature.

Worster [22] argues that separate from the Arcadian stream, there is also a Linnaean or
‘imperial’ stream of thought in ecology, sometimes seen in some strands of mathematical
and theoretical ecology. This stream of thought tends to argue that only humans have
moral standing (anthropocentrism), and tends to see nature as merely a resource [14].
It also focuses on ‘competition’ in ecosystems, rather than on a balance of cooperation
and competition. Tennyson’s phrase that nature is ‘red in tooth and claw’ [29] lends itself
to the mindset of imperial ecology. In imperial ecology, nature is thus not envisioned as
a superorganism, but as operating competitively, similar to machines [30,31]. Imperial
ecology is now arguably dominant in academia [15]. We thus consider the impact of theory
on ecology and conservation to be major, and harmony with nature has suffered as a result.
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3. Nature as a Human Construct?

We are concerned that theory can write ‘nature’ out of the picture. Environmental
theory over the last few decades has tended to become even more anthropocentric, as
shown by what has been called ‘post-environmentalism’, ‘post-nature’ and ‘after nature’
theorizing in academia and conservation (e.g., [32,33]). Many scholars are now critical
of the idea of ‘nature’, supporting what philosopher Val Plumwood [34] called ‘nature
skepticism’ in her critique of this stance. Postmodernist scholars especially seem to refute
that there is such a thing as ‘wild nature’ [35]—with some arguing the very idea of ‘nature’
should be abandoned altogether [36]. This line of argumentation, shared by ecomodernists
and many political ecologists alike [37–39], rejects the idea of a wild nature with which we
should live in harmony. Often it argues that nature is just part of the culture—a ‘human
artefact’ [40]. They also deny any difference in naturalness between wild and built envi-
ronments. Harvey [41] (p. 186), for example, has famously argued that: ‘there is nothing
unnatural about New York’. Within this line of thinking it has also been argued that envi-
ronmental limits do not exist as objective (external) entities, and that they are rather to be
understood as relative and socially-constructed [42]. This anthropocentric mindset about the
social construction of nature has been taken up by two new groups in academia, the so-called
ecomodernists and ‘new conservationists’ (who draw on neoliberal ideology) and self-labeled
‘critical social scientists’ (who draw on postmodern variants of neo-Marxist ideology). This
is further discussed by Kopnina et al. [1,2]; Miller et al. [43]; Kopnina and Washington [44];
Doak et al. [45].

We argue that the idea of nature (as opposed to its materiality) is socially-constructed
we believe is a rather useless tautology. We argue that the anthropocentric, postmodern,
and neoliberal theories that emphasize the social construction of nature (and that grant
equal ‘naturalness’ to wilderness and industrial technology) have not helped humanity
develop an Earth ethic that lives within the limits of the Earth [20,21,46–48], and lives in
harmony with nature [12]. Sometimes their writings even foster a cynical understanding
of anthropogenic climate change and other forms of environmental disruption as being
‘natural’. We are a species that evolved a culture that has changed the world. Nevertheless,
we argue that we are nature’s ‘artefact’ rather than nature being a human artefact.

4. Survival of the Fittest? Selfish Genes?

We should move from the ecosystem level to the genetic level to query the theory
behind the common ‘selfish gene’ argument. As noted above, one must be careful with
scientific theory—perhaps the words we use to describe our theories of nature reflect our
own worldviews more than the natural world we are viewing? Is nature really only made
up of survival of the fittest? Are genes really selfish?

Neo-Darwinian science has largely focused on competition, i.e., ‘survival of the fittest’
as in Darwin’s thesis in the ‘Origin of Species’ [49] and hence suggests this is the driving
force in creating biodiversity. It is worth noting, however, that Darwin added ‘survival of
the fittest’ only to the last edition of the Origin, somewhat against his will, having adopted
it from Herbert Spencer [50]. Although Darwin argued very coherently for competition as
a driving force behind natural selection, it is important to remember that he also referred to
‘mutual relations among organisms’ and gave it a prominent place in the Origin. He also
focused in detail on social instincts as precursors to human moral sense in the ‘Descent
of Man’ [51]. Nowhere do we require more humility and less hubris than in exercising
our moral sense. This is not only amongst our fellow humans, but even more so in our
treatment of the natural world. It is a valid question to ask if perhaps we also need a little
humility in interpreting what ecology is telling us?

Species are what they are only in their mutual relations with the other species in their
world. A closer look at the natural world reveals communication and mutual relations
everywhere—flowers ‘talk’ to bees and bees cross-pollinate flowers, fostering genetic
diversity through sexual reproduction. Furthermore, such mutualistic networks have been
empirically observed to increase biodiversity [17], especially when direct competition is
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weak [52]. This diversity is the raw material upon which natural selection works. In
a narrow anthropocentric worldview, this is merely ‘survival of the fittest’ overseen by ‘the
blind watchmaker’ (as Dawkins [53] argues). But to view this through an ecocentric lens,
we see flourishing as well as perishing—beauty and wonder arising from the struggle for
existence. Darwin [49] (p.490), in contemplating a tangled bank wrote:

There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been origi-
nally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone
cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning end-
less forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.

From the macro we should also descend to the micro, to consider the genes that are
the libraries of Earth’s ‘storied achievement’ [54]. Four billion years of natural selection
has encoded in life’s genetic memory all of the steps along the way, from protozoa to
Protoceratops and Pan troglodytes. Is it all simply ‘selfish genes’ looking after their own
interests? One can validly ask if genes even have ‘selves’ outside of their genomes that include
thousands of other genes, all of which are required to tell the story of the organism—to
‘explain’ (for example) to an acorn how to make an oak tree out of sunlight, water, and
soil [55]. There could be no oak trees (indeed no eukaryotes) without symbiogenesis [56],
the combinations of divergent genomes to make new organisms. It is widely accepted that
long ago, prokaryotic bacteria entered primitive eukaryotic cells, and cooperated to stay
and become mitochondria and chloroplasts [57].

In terms of cooperation, there is a tradition of thought dating back at least to Kropotkin [16],
who argued, based on extensive evidence and observations, that mutual aid within species
is observed everywhere in nature. More recently, we have learned that mutual aid also
takes place between species, as in the case of trees from one species assisting trees from
another by transferring sugars via soil mycorrhizae [58]. ‘Selfish genes’ [53] is a catchy
phrase, but we argue it projects a narrow cultural view upon the complex panorama of
life’s eco-evolutionary heritage and harmony. In summary, biologists should be aware that
the world is universally connected, and so is the survival and the development of human
beings. Accordingly, our traditional anthropocentric human-centered thought is extremely
narrow, and we do not believe it will aid us in seeking harmony. We believe harmony
requires us to widen our thought to include the rest of life on Earth.

5. Harmony

Aldo Leopold [59] (p. 158) eloquently discussed harmony in nature:

[S]it quietly and listen for a wolf to howl, and think hard of everything you have
seen and tried to understand. Then you may hear it—a vast pulsing harmony—its
score inscribed on a thousand hills, its notes the lives and deaths of plants and
animals, its rhythms spanning the seconds and the centuries.

Jordan and Kristjannson [60] point out that the older industrial, as well as current
neoliberal, society are oriented towards disharmony. They argue for a ‘virtue ethic of
harmony’, asking what would a person who could be said to possess the virtue of harmony
with nature be like? They argue that a person in harmony would perceive and act in
accordance with an ecological worldview, and would feel wonder towards nature. Wash-
ington [14] enlarges on a sense of wonder towards nature, and discusses the relation of
green virtue ethics to wonder.

Calzadilla and Kotze [61] refer to the term ‘Vivir Bien’ in the Bolivian Constitution,
where essentially, ‘Vivir Bien’ (‘To live well’) means living in complementarity, in harmony
and in balance with Mother Earth and society, in equality and solidarity and eliminating
the inequalities and mechanisms of control and domination. The Constitution of Ecuador
similarly talks of ‘Buen Vivir’, and grants rights to nature [62]. Washington [15] argues
harmony is not a system of ideas but the reality experienced phenomenologically by an em-
pathic person stepping into wild nature (which includes culturally-influenced nature with
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high ecological integrity). Washington notes however that some scholars may be hesitant
to speak of harmony, thinking it will be deemed ‘unacademic’.

However, we believe it is time for academics in the conservation arena to speak out,
indeed to promote, harmony with nature. The UN [26] has come to the same conclusion.
Washington [15] refers to a harmony that encompasses both competition and cooperation,
and this harmony can be restored. This is the harmony that arguably underlies the ‘old’
sustainability concept [63]. Washington [63] argues that what we mean by sustainability
today draws on a long history of people thinking (and feeling) about living in harmony
and balance with nature, and recording this story as lore or ‘law’ [64]. He notes that the
old sustainability speaks of terms such as harmony, balance, sacredness, responsibility,
custodianship, and beauty.

We need to briefly discuss what is meant by ‘sustainability’ in the context of harmony,
as this difficult issue was raised by one of our reviewers. They suggested that harmony
be linked to the sustainable development goals (SDGs) of the UN. We do not see sus-
tainability as being the same thing as sustainable development, which in many cases is
an oxymoron [63]. We also find natural capital an anthropocentric term that should be
avoided [65,66]. We would also note that ecosystem services is an anthropocentric term
that may threaten conservation [4,5,67,68].

Wijkman and Rockstrom [9] point out that there is simply not enough natural capital
to sustain the policies of conventional growth, and without better management of it, there
is no chance of meeting the basic needs of today’s population, much less an increasing pop-
ulation. Sustainability is often spoken of as ‘strong’ or ‘weak’ (in the latter where you swap
human capital for natural capital). However, we point out that even ‘strong’ sustainability
is an anthropocentric concept. Strong sustainability requires the minimum biophysical
requirements for human survival, without regard to other species [69]. It considers natural
capital just for the human species [63], which is not necessarily what nature needs for
a harmonious approach in the long or even mid-term. We thus need to go beyond strong
sustainability to the strongest sustainability which accepts the intrinsic value of nature [63].
We would like to observe that the Sustainable Development Goals developed by the UN
are commonly upheld as the background for sustainability. We do not support the goals
to the extent that the goals ignore the environmental impact of the population (it is not
an SDG) and support ‘sustainable growth’ which is poorly defined, and is often used as
a code for business-as-usual [70,71].

In regard to the issue of change vs. stability, O’Neill et al. [72] (p. 3) note that those
who see change, and those who see stability, are looking at two sides of the same coin, for:
‘both impressions are correct, depending on the purpose and time–space scale of our obser-
vations’. The harmony of nature thus involves both competition and cooperation, where
nature has a dynamic harmony where change is always present, yet where (if humanity
strives to minimize harm to ecosystems)—harmony persists [15].

The Harmony with Nature document [26] was released this July by the UN, and calls
on all to create a ‘new narrative for a regenerative world in which human rights go hand in
hand with the rights of Nature’. It notes in the introduction that we must change our:

Economic system rooted in and driven by the infinite exploitation and commod-
ification of the natural world, rampant consumerism amid a widening wealth
gap, the fragility of both local and global food systems, the continuing human
encroachment on ecosystems and wild areas, and legal frameworks inadequate
for averting climate chaos and ecological breakdown. (UN [26], Cl 1)

It further states how this is a: ‘Reminder how anthropocentric world views jeopardize
the existence of all forms of life, human and non-human, on the planet’ (Cl. 2). It argued: ‘for
a future in which humankind is again living with respect for Mother Earth and in harmony
with Nature’ (Cl. 3). They argued that the: ‘current growth-insistent economic system must
be replaced with ecological alternatives that nurture a harmonious human relationship
with the natural world’ (Cl. 73). The Secretary-General argued that: ‘the current model of
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infinite growth in a world of finite physical resources will deliver a permanent triple shock
of inflation, climate chaos and conflict’ (Cl. 84.). The document continued;

For too long, Nature has been fragmented, compartmentalized, and objectified.
The time has come to rectify that historical error and recognize. ([26] Cl. 97)

By way of final conclusion it stated: ‘Perhaps one day, we will look back at present
exploitative human-Nature relationships with the same sense of disgust that most people
feel today about the brutal history of slavery and colonization’ (UN [26], Cl. 95).

The UN [26] Harmony with Nature document is fully in line with this paper, and
we believe it rightly encourages a sense of ‘Harmony with Nature’, and we endorse
its conclusions. We do not believe the conservation community has as yet fully (or properly)
engaged with the concept of harmony with nature.

6. Indigenous Cultures and Harmony with Nature

We should state at the start that we do not support the ‘noble savage’ idea as applying
to all Indigenous people. However, we do think it worth re-stating that many indigenous
cultures had built up a wisdom over time as to how it was best to live sustainably in
an area [73]. Many indigenous societies were (and still are) animist, where animism is the
belief that creatures and places possess a distinct spiritual essence. Harvey [74] describes
animists as those who maintain that the world is full of persons, only some of whom are
human. Knudtson and Suzuki [64] (p. 40) in ‘Wisdom of the Elders’ observe in regard
to the ‘Dreaming laws’ of the Aboriginal Yarralin people that: ‘Its ancient Laws remain
timeless, eternally binding human beings to live in harmony with and respect for other
species’. Washington [14] notes that the ecocentric worldview is not ‘new’ as such, rather
it is a return to the ‘wisdom of the elders’ of many Indigenous cultures, which generally
upheld ‘kinship ethics’ [12,26,73]. It is a return to an ethic of living in harmony with the
wonder of the living world, where all life is our kin [14]. As Rowe [75] (p. 106) has noted,
ecocentrism is the: ‘chord that harmonizes humans and Earth’. A commitment to harmony
was thus inherent in many Indigenous cultures. However, they did not always use that
specific word, perhaps because the need for harmony was seen as obvious, something that
did not need to be stated. Today, however, we believe there is an urgent need to foreground
harmony in modern industrial society and the conservation community.

Many indigenous cultures spoke about their kinship. Black Elk of the Sioux in the US
evoked the unity of life by saying [76] (p. 1):

It is the story of all life that is holy and is good to tell, and of us, two-leggeds
sharing in it with the four-leggeds and the wings of the air and all green things;
for these are children of one mother and their father is one spirit.

This certainly captures the sense of sharing life in harmony. Standing Bear [77] (p. 45),
wrote that Dakota children reached an early understanding: ‘that we are of the soil and soil
of us’, that ‘we love the birds and beasts that grew with us on this soil’. Hence they shared
a harmony. In Australia, it has been said that the land is the law, which is why Aboriginal
Elders speak of a ‘Law of Obligation’ [73], where one is obliged to live in harmony with
our fellow species. David Mowaljarlai, a Ngarinyin Elder of the Kimberleys, writes of his
bonding with the land [78] (p. 115) of how: ‘Your vision has opened and you start learning
now. . . . When you touch them, all things talk to you, give you their story’. He notes also
they give you their wisdom.

These quotes from Indigenous cultures bring to the fore the sense of harmony felt with
our non-human kin, and the land itself. The teachings of many Indigenous cultures exalt
kinship ethics with nature [26]. Harmony with nature has thus clearly always been seen
as central to many Indigenous cultures [14], and we think that some of them have a lot to
teach modern industrialized cultures. This is a positive way forward.
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7. Problems within Conservation in Regard to Harmony

There has been a strong anthropocentric approach within modern industrial society
for centuries [20,46,79]. However, this has arguably worsened in recent decades [1–5].
Anthropocentrism within conservation is supported by both the political Right (e.g., ‘New’
conservation) and much of the political Left (critical social scientists) [1,44]. Often it seems
that academics are unaware of (or indeed deny) their own unacknowledged anthropocen-
trism [4]. Often justice [80,81], and equity and rights [82] are seen as applying purely to
humanity [48]. Even the IPBES, set up to promote the protection of the world’s biodiversity,
arguably contains anthropocentric underpinnings [3–5]. The conservation arena may well
be becoming even more anthropocentric, with some claiming conservation should primarily
serve humans [83]. We find this deeply troubling.

The dominance of the ‘ecosystem services’ approach in conservation is also troubling,
as this is inherently anthropocentric as it is purely services ‘for humanity’ (not the rest of
life) [5,73–80]. Batavia and Nelson [68] conclude that the idea of non-human intrinsic value
is at risk, and they argue it will probably become extinct if the ecosystem services model
continues to dominate conservation. Such increasing anthropocentrism in conservation
does not support a harmonious approach for humans to co-exist with nature. Rather, it
comes close to a human supremacy approach [84]. Yet as Washington et al. [4] have noted
(in this journal), the anthropocentric human supremacy approach has failed. This is hardly
surprising, as a worldview and ethics that ignores or denigrates nature is unlikely to support
harmony with nature—or lead to an ecologically-sustainable future [14,85]. Indeed all
environmental indicators (e.g., ecological footprint of 1.75 planets [86]; Living Planet Index
declining by 68% since 1970 [87]; one million species threatened by extinction, [88]) show an
anthropocentric worldview and strategy clearly has not been ecologically-sustainable—or
led to greater harmony. Hence the need for an ecocentric worldview and ecological ethics
that foreground both justice for nature [80] and a conservation approach based on harmony
with nature. The UN has independently discovered this [26].

One should also note that while the UN ‘Harmony with Nature’ program is mentioned
by the IPBES report [88], the vision is by no means foregrounded or made central. It speaks
of ‘inspiring humanity to reach the 2050 Vision of the UN Biodiversity Convention “Living
in Harmony with Nature”’. We would suggest that we need to inspire humanity in
regard to harmony long before 2050, as all the environmental data clearly show modern
industrial society is moving rapidly to massive disharmony with nature. Also, harmony
is not mentioned at all in the Sustainable Development Goals Report [89] (which goals
are implicitly anthropocentric as justice, rights and equity are seen as only applying to
humanity [70,71]). The recent UN ‘Nature Positive’ (https://www.naturepositive.org/
(accessed on 16 October 2022)) vision similarly fails to speak of harmony with nature.

Harmony with nature may have been central to historical conservationists and deep
ecologists such as Thoreau [90], Muir [91], Leopold [59], Carson [92,93], and Naess [94],
but in recent decades its importance has diminished in the conservation community. We
believe it is time to resurrect the centrality of harmony with nature.

8. The Creative Possibilities of a Concrete Ecotopia of Harmony

There has been some discussion of ‘ecotopia’ in the literature regarding its potential for
transforming our relations with nature [95,96]. Utopianism argues that things can become
otherwise than what they currently are, and offers creative projections of alternative worlds.
More specifically, we argue for a concrete ecotopia where humanity commits to living
in harmony with nature, reorganizing its economy along ecological *principles to live
within ecological limits [26,95–99] (according to scientists we have massively exceeded
such limits [9,88,100]). Utopias evoke aspirations for a better world unconstrained by
realistic considerations of human psychology and social feasibility. Political realism argues
for accommodation to practical realities. The ideas of ‘real’ or ‘concrete utopias’ address this
tension between practice and dreams, by paying attention to feasibility and constraint, while

https://www.naturepositive.org/
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emphasizing that what we deem possible is shaped by our ability to envision alternative
futures [100–102].

Ecotopias typically involve critiques of the problems of modern industrial societies that
are based on endless growth and the commodification of nature. They suggest imaginative
reconfigurations of human-nature relations along more ethical, egalitarian, and resilient
trajectories [95]. Ecotopias generally proclaim the impossibility of endless growth within
a finite Earth [49,103,104]. Different sorts of utopias range from technocratic utopias to
‘deep green’ utopias (often critical of the hubristic use of technology for the exploitation of
the Earth). The latter emphasizes the need for fundamental value transformation in our
dealings with nature, often based on an ecocentric worldview [4,20].

While describing a concrete ‘ecotopia of harmony’ is beyond the scope of this paper,
we summarize below what we think should be some of its key elements. We suggest:

• A change in worldview from anthropocentrism to ecocentrism [12,21,26].
• A change in ethics from utilitarian to ecological or Earth ethics [46] and towards

an ethics of reciprocity and care [5,12].
• An extension of the community of justice to the non-human [5,80,81].
• A change in the meaning of ecosystem services from benefits just for humanity to

benefits nature provides all species [67], and a focus not just on ‘Nature’s Contributions
to People’ but also on people’s moral obligations to nature [55].

• A move (or return, given many Indigenous societies upheld this) to ecoreciprocity,
a giving back to nature (where gratitude is key) [11,12].

• A move away from growth economics to degrowth to a steady state or post-growth
economy [49,97,105,106].

• A ‘culture of limits’ embedded in social values and institutions, that keeps (or returns)
society to being within ecological limits [42,107].

• A move to breaking the denial dam within society about many environmental prob-
lems, so that society accepts its predicament and solves key issues (e.g., overconsump-
tion, promotion of endless growth in population and economic output) [10].

• Moving rapidly to increase the area of land and seas protected in reserves (of all
types). There are coherent scientific arguments that the current Aichi target of 17%
terrestrial protected areas is inadequate to avoid widespread ecosystem collapse, and
that targets should be closer to 50% (Two of the authors (Gomez-Baggethun and
Alberro) express reservations about a possible 50% target.). Increasing the area of land
and seas protected in reserves of all types, including Indigenous Protected Areas, is,
therefore, an imperative [108,109].

We argue the points above would contribute constructively to a major change in
modern industrial society and in conservation. We suggest that society is only likely to
affect an ‘ecotopian’ transformation if we adopt a strategy of harmony for, and respect to,
nature. An ecotopia for harmony will work to envision the concrete values and institutions
that can shape harmonious relationships between human and non-human nature.

9. Conclusions

We maintain that the goals of conservation should remain primarily to protect the
unique evolved biodiversity of life on Earth—for their own sake. We conclude this will
only have a chance of success if society adopts a harmony with nature approach to living
with the rest of life (a goal the UN has independently concluded). We accept that harmony
does not entail the complete absence of conflict. However, it is time for a qualitative
shift in human-nature relations where we celebrate ways of valuing nature, not only in
terms of what we receive from it, but also for its intrinsic value. A key component of this
transformation is a move away from anthropocentrism, which situates humans as aloof
and aloft from nature, towards ecocentrism, which (re)situates humans within nature as
our kin. Harmony can be further facilitated by embedding an ethic of care, respect, and
attentiveness into every aspect of our dealings with our non-human kin.
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The conservation community often speaks of drivers of biodiversity loss, and of
strategies that may be ecologically sustainable. However, in recent decades, rarely does
it speak of harmony with nature, of the urgent need for a change in the way we interact
with the non-human world. We believe this is a major oversight. We need to rein in the
deep (and arguably increasing) anthropocentric hubris evident in both society and the
conservation community. However, we also need to focus on the positive. We argue this
requires a transformation to a harmony with nature approach, which many Indigenous
societies upheld, and which modern industrial society has lost sight of. Hence, we believe
the conservation community needs to engage in a dialogue about harmony with nature, as
the UN Harmony with Nature initiative suggests. We believe conservation should now
champion ‘harmony’ with nature by promoting ‘harmony in conservation’. Harmony
should be our central vision, one that inspires our practical strategies. We should seek
an ethics and ecotopia of harmony. Along with harmony must come respect for, and
obligation to, nature. We should act from a deep duty of care to maintain harmony between
society and nature.

We praise the UN for the creation of the ‘Harmony with Nature’ program, though we
are surprised that the UN does not foreground harmony in its other programs (such as the
recent ‘Nature Positive’ initiative). We hope this will change in the future. We conclude also
that so far harmony has seemingly had little promotion or support within the academic
conservation community. There thus remains a strong need to foreground harmony with
nature within conservation. This paper has attempted to continue a positive dialogue on the
need for our society (and the conservation community) to operate in harmony with nature.
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